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1.
Order of auction

Lot: 1-20 Cigarette and Trade Cards
Lot: 21-30 Stamps and First Day Covers

A large collection of cigarette
and trade cards, including Carreras,
Brooke Bond, Lambert & Butler,
Churchman and many more, covering
various subject matter, including reprint/
reproduction sets
£50-100

9.

2.

10.

Lot: 75-98 Motoring and Transport

An assortment of glamour and
famous people cigarette and trade cards,
including Modern Beauties, Film Stars,
Cinema Stars, Radio, Theatre, various
bands and more (parcel)
£50-100

Lot: 99-141 Militaria

3.

Lot: 31-36 Sporting
Lot: 37-50 Collectables and Ephemera
Lot: 51-74 Lighters

Lot: 142-146 Medals
Lot: 147-171 Badges
Lot: 172-181 Third Reich
Lot: 182-200 Uniforms

4.

12.

Lot: 318-327 Air Rifles, Pistols and Accessories

5.

Lot: 277-299 Firearms

A large collection of cigarette
and trade cards, to include, Senior,
Players, Wills, Beano, Topps and many
more, covering various subjects, plus
reprints (parcel)
£80-120

Lot: 398-471 Radio and related apparatus - From the Collection of The Late Peter Smith
Lot: 472-491 Mechanical music and other devices

6.
Lot 157

An assortment of Football/
Soccer related cigarette and trade cards,
to include Ardath Famous Footballers,
Players Football Caricatures by RIP,
Players Football Caricatures by MAC,
Players Footballers 1928 and 192829, Wills and Churchmans Association
Footballers, and many more, plus reprints
(parcel)
£50-100

7.

A selection of Transport related
cigarette and trade cards, comprising
Wills Motor Cars (RP), Wills, Railway
Locomotives, Taddy & Co Railway
Locomotives, Wills British Naval craft
and many more, possibly some reprints
(parcel)
£50-100

8.

A collection of cricket related
cigarette and trade cards, including
Cricketers 1928, Cricketers 2nd Series,
Cricketers 1930s and many more plus
reproduction reprints (parcel)
£40-60
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11.

A large collection of various
vintage cards, mainly postcard size,
covering many subjects, to include,
advertising, humour, glamour, sport,
propaganda and many more (parcel)
£60-100

Lot: 300-317 Arms and Inert Ammunition

Lot: 218-276 Firearm Accessories

A collection of framed and
glazed trade cards, comprising Grand
National Winners, Hollywood Actors,
Formula One Drivers and more (parcel)
£30-50
A large collection of military
related cigarette and trade cards,
comprising Players, Wills and more, many
being reprint/reproduction, together with
a selection of Miscellaneous sets and
parts sets of other subject matter (parcel)
£40-60

A small selection of cigarette
and trade cards, mainly of famous
people, including Famous British Airmen
and Women, Warus Cards The Beatles,
Pop Stars, and many more, including
reprints (parcel)
£40-60

Lot: 201-217 Helmets and Hats

A large collection of sporting
related cigarette and trade cards, to
include football, horse racing, cricket,
tennis, golf, athletics and more, from
various maker’s, including some reprints
(parcel)
£50-100
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An extensive collection of
cigarette and trade cards, mainly Players,
Wills and Brooke Bond, in sets, and part
set, possible duplication (qty)
£70-100

13.

Cigarette and Trade card
collecting, a collection of ring binder
collection folder, plus a quantity of plastic
sleeves (parcel)
£30-40

14.

Batger & Co, Football Clubs,
No.10, Derby County FC, stamped
Cancelled to the back in red
£50-80

20.
Batger & Co, Football Clubs,
No.30, Third Lanark FC, stamped
Cancelled to reverse in red, poor
£30-50
21.
A collection of Victorian and
later British stamps, in four albums,
including a full page of Penny Reds, with
five Penny Blues, Coronation examples,
a few postal history and many more
(parcel)
£80-120
22.
A large collection of World
Stamps, in numerous albums, including
Channel Islands, USA, Mexico, Monaco,
Africa, British Antarctic Territories and
many more (parcel)
£70-100
23.
A collection of British and World
stamps, various countries, including
China, Australia, Cuba, Denmark, Jordan,
Italy, Syria and many more, in numerous
albums (parcel)
£80-120
24.
An assortment of mainly
overseas stamps, all from various
countries, comprising Bulgaria, Armenia,
Austria, The Arab States, USA, Germany,
France and more, in numerous albums
(parcel)
£70-100

15.

25.
A large collection of 1970s
and later First Day Covers, covering
numerous subject matters, Coronations,
Anniversary’s etc, in 20+ folders (parcel)
£100-150

16.

26.
An extensive collection of loose
stamps, all laid down on envelopes and
corners of envelopes (100s)
£70-100

Batger & Co, Football Clubs,
No.28, Liverpool FC, stamped Cancelled
in red to back, poor
£30-50
Batger & Co, Football Clubs,
No.11, Southampton FC, stamped
Cancelled to reverse in red
£50-80

17.

Batger & Co, Football Clubs,
No12, Millwall FC, stamped to reverse
‘Cancelled’ in red
£50-80

18.

Batger & Co, Football Clubs,
No.14, Dundee FC, stamped Cancelled to
reverse in red
£50-80

27.
A large collection of British
and World stamps, numerous folders
with duplication stamps, plus a large
selection of loose, stock books and stamp
collecting equipment (parcel)
£80-120
28.
A large collection of British
First Day covers, mainly 1990s onwards,
covering various Historical Events,
Anniversaries, Ceremonies and other
subject matter (parcel)
£80-120

19.

Batger & Co, Football Clubs,
No.27, Aberdeen FC, stamped Cancelled
to reverse in red
£50-80
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29.

An extensive collection of
World Stamps, to include Great British,
British Commonwealth, European, Asian,
American and more, loose, in stock books
etc, complete with stamp collection
literature (qty)
£100-150

35.

30.

36.

A selection of British and World
stamps, loose, together with a small
selection of trade cards and a collection
of postcards (parcel)
£40-60

31.

London Football Club
Programmes, a large collection of football
programmes of at least four hundred
and fifty, ranging from the late 1960s
to the 2000s, with the majority from
the later years, including substantial
quantities of Chelsea, Fulham and Arsenal
programmes but also some from virtually
all other London clubs, home and away,
all in generally good condition
£50-70

32.

Football Club Programmes,
approximately two hundred and fifty
football programmes with many from
Midlands’ Clubs including a majority of
Leicester programmes dating from the
1960s/70s plus West Brom, Walsall and
others, generally good condition
£40-60

33.

Watford FC & more, eight
folders of memorabilia and programmes
that includes one of personal prints of
Watford winning Division 3, Graham
Taylor photos and autographs, a number
of signatures 1997 and other items,
other folders contain approximately
150 programmes from numerous clubs
including some non-league together with
some Liverpool A4 sized photographs
(Robbie Fowler era)
£40-60

34.

Horse Racing & more
memorabilia, twenty seven Horse Race
programmes that include Kentucky
Derby/ Cup, Saratoga and Arlington
from late 1990s to early 2000s, Boston
Marathon souvenir programmes 1983,
British Olympic pack, Student Games
1991 programme plus some Wimbledon
items and booklet ‘Why the Whistle
Went’ 1961 illustrated by Fougasse
£40-60
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A large collection of 1920s
and later silver and bronze sporting
medallions, mainly for the London Water
Polo League, also some from the Diving
League and various other subject matters,
approx. 300g + of silver (parcel)
£120-180
A H.L Leonard three piece cane
fishing rod, the 10½ ft rod engraved W.M
& Son N’York Sole Agents
£60-100

37.

A collection of framed and
glazed signed photos and prints
of famous sportsmen and singers/
actors, including Muhammad Ali, Welsh
Rugby Six Nations Winning Team 2008,
Katherine Jenkins, Shirley Temple Black,
Cricketers and more (parcel)
£50-100

38.

Original enamelled Lyon Cakes
Advertising sign, a double-sided flanged
example, with blue lettering on a yellow
ground, 46cm x 40cm
£60-80

39.

Original enamelled Lyons Tea
sign, single sided, 69cm x 18cm, together
with a Spratts Ovals for Doggy Fitness
enamelled sign by Benfold, 30cm x 30cm
(2)
£60-100

40.

A Bell Fruit Gum Company
One Arm Bandit, blue case, with eagle
plaque to the front, of architectural form,
complete with key, some minor damage
to the back of the casing
£250-350

41.

Bonnie & Clyde WANTED
Flyer, a 1934-issue American ‘Wanted’
flyer for the infamous Clyde Champion
Barrow and Bonnie Parker - ‘Bonnie &
Clyde’ - issued by J Edgar Hoover in the
effort to apprehend the couple, the flyer
consists of alias names, description, black
and white images, relative information
and criminal records, to reverse the US
Department contact details for various
states, 21.5cm x 20.5cm (1)
£50-80

42.

Nine 1954 Chiriaka Pin
Up calendar pages, January-May &
September-December, copyright 1953 by
Esquire. Inc, each depicting a different
Pin-Up Girl and a Calendar with printed
facsimile signature, all mounted (9)
£50-80

43.

A collection of 25+
Commissioned Gus cartoon sketches, all
from the ‘Don’t Learn Too Late’ collection,
most with series numbers, two without;
George Smith ‘Gus’, born 1915, trained as
an architect and started drawing cartoons
in 1939, originally signed with his initials
GWS before developing the pseudonym
‘Gus’, after WWII Service in the RASC,
becoming Captain, joined the BBC in
1946, and in 1953 becoming cartoonist
for the Evening News and inventing ‘Spot
The Difference Cartoon’ (parcel)
£120-180

44.

A large collection of Portfolio
prints from Original watercolours of
flowers by Sheila Morgan, each portfolio
containing a set of four Limited Edition
print, signed in pencil by artist, 50+
portfolios with different Limited Edition
numbers of the same four prints (parcel)
£50-80

45.

A vintage John Player’s Wild
Woodbine Cigarette Dispenser, with
central maker’s design within an oval to
top, six separate dispensers for various
Player’s and Woodbine cigarettes, central
John Player’s Navy Cut logo, above six
dispensing windows and drawers plus
change drawer, ‘Woodbines’ name faded
to lower, on metal stand, approximately
173.5cm x 89.5cm x 28cm
£400-600

46.

An album containing a
collection of world Matchbox Labels,
from various European and World
countries to include Italy, Netherlands,
British, Northern Ireland, Belgium and
many more, laid down on paper (parcel)
£50-100

47.

A Victor Talking Machine Co,
table top gramophone, with label for
Victrola to the inner lid, serial number
VV-IX 425471, with small plaque to
inner for The Fulton Driggs & Smith Co,
complete with a selection of records
(parcel)
£100-150

48.

Two gramophone horns,
together with a small selection of records
and a Smiths Potato Crisp tin with vintage
rubber Lego bricks (parcel)
£30-40

49.

A Vintage Dictograph Telephone
system, together with two vintage
telephones in black (3)
£50-80
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50.

A collection of vintage
postcards, comprising RP and printed,
covering various UK locations, people,
Royalty and more
£30-50

59.

51.

A Ronson Canadian MFG whitemetal pocket lighter, with ATS badge to
front and with inscription to back ‘Coy
Assistant Andrew, Haig House, Haig Road,
Bulford, Wilts’, together with two Ronson
Cadets of similar design (3)
£40-60

60.

52.

61.

An American Douglass whitemetal table lighter, Pat. Oct 12 1925,
geometric form, approx. 10.5cm H
£40-60

53.

A WWI period Thorens table
lighter, marked USA Patent Feb 3 1914
and Nov 16 1920, in a composite stone
base, together with a vintage Thorens
playing card table lighter (2)
£50-60

54.

A Dunhill Sport silver-plated
Size A pocket lighter, with plain design,
Pat. 288806
£120-180

55.

A Ronson Princess pocket
lighter, with black lacquer with purple
foliate decoration, with ‘Ruth’ inscribed
to panel at front, together with a Ronson
Standard with black lacquered decoration
and applied white-metal panel to front,
plus a Ronson Gem with lacquered
tortoiseshell and engine turned chrome
design (3)
£40-50

56.

A 1920s Thoren table lighter,
patent January 29, 1920, no.137508,
together with another similar Thorens
table lighter (2)
£50-60

A 14k gold Dunhill Rollalite
pocket lighter, with vertical line
decoration, with roller to side, marked
‘outer jacket 14k gold’ to the base
£300-400
Three chrome Ronson Lighters,
comprising a Gem 3, with three
tortoiseshell lacquered design to front,
together with a Ronson Princess chrome,
and a Cadet chrome with horizontal line
design (3)
£40-60
A Thorens Gasomatic gold
plated lighter, with repeated triangular
design, marked with maker’s name to
base, together with a Thorens Gasomatic
silver-plated pocket lighter, engine-turned
design, with maker’s name to base
£40-60

62.

A Ronson Pal Lighter/cigarette
case, with tortoiseshell lacquer, opens to
reveal case, with lighter to top, complete
with original retailer’s box and material
case, together with two different Ronson
Service kits (3)
£30-50

63.

A Ronson De-Lite pocket lighter,
with leather jacket, together with a
Ronson Cadet and Ronson Standard, both
with leather jackets (3)
£30-50

64.

A group of four Ronson lighters,
including a Standard Butler Chrome, a
Standard chrome, a Princess chrome, and
a Whirlwind chrome, with initials A.M.W
to front (4)
£30-50

65.

Three Art Deco IMCO lighters,
each complete with retailer’s boxes, each
with different designs and colours (parcel)
£60-80

57.

A silver hallmarked Dunhill
pocket lighter, dated London 1935 by
Alfred Dunhill & Sons, engine turned
body with MR initials to front, all parts
with assay marks
£200-250

66.

58.

67.

An Art Deco Thorens table
lighter, with white-metal and black
lacquered design, with engine turned
decoration, 10cm H
£30-40
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A 1950s McMurdo petrol
table lighter, with gold enamel set
on hallmarked silver body, dated
Birmingham 1948 by Alexander Clark &
Co, complete with retailer’s box
£60-80

68.
An early 20th century Dunhill
Vanity lighter, the white-metal lighter
with engine turned design, complete with
folder out mirror, to reveal compact, and
a pull out lipstick, patent 14444/28
£60-80
69.
An American 1940s Regens
Advertising lighter, the squeeze lighter
advertising Kansas City Life Insurance
Company, together with A Dangerfields
Igniting Matchcase, and a modern lighter
pen (3)
£40-60
70.
Two Swiss made Thorens petrol
lighters, c1930s, one with black and
green lacquered design Art Deco style
design, the other with a Yellow Celluloid
wrap, plus a British-made Thorens lighter
(3)
£60-80
71.
A selection of table lighters, to
include Ronson in a silver base, Dorset
Light Industries in Bakelite, Polo, Ronson
Crown, Rolstars and more, together
with a Flamidor with rope/fuse, marked,
possibly French Silver (parcel)
£40-60
72.
An assortment of Thorens
items, to include a Riviera Shaver in
original retailer’s box, and packaging, a
Music Box, Thorens Crone, a Table lighter
and more, plus a vintage bicycle lamp etc
(parcel)
£50-80
73.
A Silver Tiffany & Co cigarette
case, marked Tiffany & Co to inner,
hallmarked Birmingham 1956, with
engine turned design to outer case, with
slide opening mechanism, approx. 213g
£120-180
74.
An assortment of lighters,
comprising two Ronson Varaflames, one
in chrome the other in gilt, an IMCO G11,
table lighters and various novelty lighters
(parcel)
£50-80

A 1940s Standard Model Dunhill
lighter, petrol, patent 390107, with
brown leather jacket, complete with
original retailer’s box (1)
£80-120
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75.

A Vintage restored Castrol
Motor Oil Dispenser, the large central
cream coloured dispenser with John B
Pillen Ltd dial, Wakefield Lubrequipment
plaque and hose, flanked by two green
coloured dispensers, the left with Castrol
Penetrating Oil and Castrol Hypoy
plaques, with central pullout drawer
with John B Pillen Ltd front, containing
various hose attachments, the right
with Castrolease C L Plaque and John
B Pillen Ltd dial, all with hoses, one AF,
approximately 176cm wide in total,
196cm high, all on wheels (3)
£1200-1800

76.

A Shell-Mex and BP Ltd Mobiloil
Station, bearing three pumps in red blue
and white, bearing red Pegasus transfers,
each pump with it’s own compartment
underneath, each with colour-coded lid,
bearing label ‘Do Not Overfill’, central
blue lid also bearing property label ‘This
Equipment is the property of Shell-Mex
and BP Ltd’, also with pull down front to
cover all pumps, 101cm wide x 145cm
high x 62cm deep, unit on wheels
£600-800

77.

A Vintage Redline 1 Gallon
pump, the blue-painted pump with
Supafilla Dispensers Ltd of Southampton
sign to top of container, bearing Board
of Trade Notice No.1323, British Patent
No.921521, with Redline signs to either
sign, Redline transfer to main post and
Redline Spirit to front, complete with
hose, nozzle and turned wooden handle,
142cm high x 67cm wide x 35cm deep
£500-800

78.

An Avery Hardoll petrol pump
in blue and grey, complete with Shellmex
glass globe with partial maker’s name to
inside, also with rubber seal, complete
with delivery arm and sight glass,
Goodyear hose, with mixed metal nozzle,
patent no.410137, gauge display to front,
approximately 220cm high including
globe, 85cm wide including nozzle
and delivery arm x 36cm deep, globe
approximate 44cm x 42cm x 16cm
£1500-2500

79.

A vintage Baelz oil pump for
Shell, the hand pump with Shell decal
to the front with plaque to lower, with
‘Shell Specialised Motor Oil property
of Shellmex Co Ltd’, in red and yellow,
142cm high x 40cm wide x 22cm deep
£350-450
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80.

An AA Oil Co Ltd oil pump for
Pratts, in red and green, with sight glass,
to top, complete with Goodyear hose
and nozzle, with ‘Pratts Perfection Spirit’
and ‘Pratts Guaranteed’ sign, with Pratts
High Test Petrol decal to the bottom,
hand winder to front with turned wooden
handle, approximately 168cm high x
68cm wide x 25cm deep
£500-800

81.

A large Mobiloil illuminating
wall sign, the double sided sign with red
Pegasus logo and blue and red strips to
top and bottom, 99cm x 66cm
£200-300

82.

A large Motor ‘BP’ Spirit enamel
sign, by The Falkirk Iron Co Ltd, with
central name on Union flag background,
137cm x 92cm, AF
£350-450

83.

A Motor ‘BP’ Spirit double-sided
enamel sign, by Bruton, Palmers Green,
central name on Union flag background,
60.5cm x 40.5cm, AF
£150-250

84.

A BP Motor Spirit ‘Irish Flash’
enamel sign, by Bruton, London, with
flange, double-sided, in blue and white
with black lettering, AF
£300-400

89.

A small collection of Motorcycle
encyclopaedias and books, together with
a Murray Walker Formula One Hero book
(parcel)
£20-30

90.

An extensive collection of
1970s and later Car magazines and
publications, to include Car, Autocar, Cars
and Car Conversions, Motor Fair, Practical
Motorist and much more (qty)
£40-60

91.

A comprehensive collection of
motoring publications and magazines,
comprising Safety Fast, Custom Car, Hot
Car, Car, Auto Car and more (qty)
£50-80

92.

A vintage Raleigh Safety Seven
white-metal car mascot, the double
sided mascot with Raleigh name to both
sides, in the form of the Raleigh logo
bird’s head (1)
£40-60

93.

A collection of 1940s and later
Railway Magazines, covering the 1940s
to the 1960s (parcel)
£30-50

94.

A pair of 1930s Marchal car
lamps, the glass marked ‘Agree AB.TP.
347’, together with a vintage Pyrene fire
extinguisher (3)
£100-150

An assortment of Cunard White
Star ephemera, to include photographic
post cards, including RMS Queen
Mary, Luggage labels, Programmes,
Accommodation and General Information
Guide, 1949 Passenger List, a Napkin,
Menus, Landing Arrangements, and ore
(parcel)
£60-80

86.

95.

85.

A vintage Trade Bicycle with
stand, the later painted black bicycle,
with Brooks saddle, complete with basket
frame and stand, no visible naming to
bicycle, AF
£80-120

87.

A Murray & Heath brass
telescope/sight, with maker’s name to
the side, 89cm extended, together with a
brass and white-metal horn (2)
£70-100

88.

A large collection of 1960s and
later Motorsport magazine, a noncomplete run, approx. 100+
£40-60

An assortment of Flight
Manuals, mainly British Airways, to
include HS 748, Trident, Super 1-11,
comprising Technical, Flight Management,
Aerodrome Information, Flight Crew
Orders, Class Notes and more (parcel)
£40-60

96.

A Morris Service enamel
advertising sign, for Morris Oxford, 14’’ x
20.5’’
£60-100

97.

A BP Motor Spirit petrol can, in
green with yellow writing, together with
a Antifyre extinguisher, an Arnold & Son
brass hand pump, and a Black and Decker
Utility Drill in case (4)
£70-100
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98.

A quantity of flying related
magazines, to include Farnborough Air
Show, Royal Air Force Flying Review,
Flying Review International and more
(parcel)
£40-60

99.

An iron Memorial Plaque for
all those who served in the RAF during
the Battle of Britain, the modern painted
plaque with RAF badge to the top, with
raised lettering underneath, including a
quote from a Winston Churchill speech
‘’Never in the field of human conflict was
so much owed by so many to so few’’,
23cm x 26cm
£30-50

100.

An assortment of WWI and
WWII items, to include two 1914
Christmas tins, a 1944 razor in box,
complete with an escape and evade razor
blade (magnetic), a 1944 marked Venture
military issue multi-tool knife, a swith
brush, a J Hudson & Co ARP whistle, and
a Wells Fargo and Company Omaha belt
buckle (parcel)
£50-80

101.

A WWI trench art miniature
coal scuttle, together with a 1977 trench
art shell ashtray with 1980 Falkland Island
coin to centre, a small selection of various
spent shells and ammunition, a Royal Thai
Army Infantry Centre statue, in the form
of a Mills Grenade, a H.M.P Wandsworth
brush and other items (parcel)
£30-50

102.

A boxed Bushnell Sentry scope,
with stand, together with a upon Night
Vision Monocular, a pair of Swallow
binoculars, binocular shades, a small
Swallow brass telescope and three Vortex
flashlights (parcel)
£100-120

103.

A Normandy Beach-Found Relic,
a WWII German LP42 flare gun mounted
to board with small plaque (1)
£50-100

104.

A WWII AK & S tank sighting
scope, marked No. 52LC MKI.S, O.S.1019
G.A No.267, dated 1944
£40-60

105.

A WWI military issue copper
and brass bugle, by Boosey & Co, dated
1916, marked with broad arrow, in seen
war condition
£60-80
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106.

A WWI Prussian military-issue
mixed-metal bugle, by Alexander Mainz,
dated 1914, in combat condition, with
Prussian Eagle emblem to front, complete
with original but damaged leather strap,
AF
£70-100

107.

An assortment of webbing and
other items, including various pouches,
a belt, nearly new pair of parade boots,
shot dispenser and other items, new and
used condition (parcel)
£80-120

108.

A WWII RAF kit bag, dated 1940,
with decorative emblem to the front with
address details to the top, together with
another holdall dated 1945, plus a more
modern kit bag (3)
£50-80

109.

Four Propaganda Posters, ‘Fall
In’’ Answer Now In Your Country’s Hour
Of Need, ‘Follow Me!’ No.11, Your King
& Country Needs You, To Maintain The
Honour And Glory Of The British Empire,
No.18, Remember Belgium, Enlist ToDay’, No.19, some marked Printed by
Hill, Siffken & Co, some published by
Parliamentary Recruitment Committee,
possibly reproduction, please form
opinion on authenticity before bidding (4)
£50-100

110.

W.B Cook, watercolour entitled
S/S Warrior 1912, a steam powered
cruiser for the Royal Navy, signed to
lower left, 48cm x 30cm, framed and
glazed
£40-60

111.

A group of five WWII Ordnance
Survey maps, Second War Revision 1940
5th Edition, to include, Oxford & Henley
on Thames, Brighton & Eastbourne,
Reading & Newbury, Winchester and
Tunbridge Wells, all written in ink or
pencil to the back Pte Fletcher (5)
£70-100

112.

An assortment of Operations
Plaques, to include Ranger, Thrasher,
Tangent, Splinter, Grapple and more,
together with a plaque of the Rhodesian
National Anthem and a set of four brass
garden lamp (parcel)
£30-50

113. A group of five Regimental
Swagger Sticks, all with white-metal top,
comprising Royal Army Service Corps, The
Manchester Regiment, St Paul’s School
London, South Lancashire Prince of Wales
Volunteers and The Royal Green Jacket
Regiment (5)
£40-60
114. An assortment of Military books
and booklets, to include The Royal Air
Force three volume set, With The Flag To
Pretoria two volume set, Battle of Britain,
various other books and booklets, plus a
Scottish Division print (qty)
£50-80
115. An assortment of Naval items,
to include various pennants, various
books/magazines, a collar and more
(parcel)
£40-60
116. A collection of military related
items, to include, wooden wall plaques
for Royal Fusiliers, Royal Regiment of
Artillery, 17th/21st Lancers and more,
plus two ceramic plates, cannon, models,
figures, a Japanese sword book by Inami
Hakusui and more (parcel)
£50-80
117. A German pocket signal
compass, marked hap 153910 to outer
case, opens to reveal compass and signal
mirror
£30-40
118. A WWII Type P10 Aviation
compass, either from a Spitfire, Hurricane
or Lancaster bomber, No.22264TM, Air
Ministry Marks, Ref No. 6A/1671
£30-40
119. An Edward VII dress pouch,
with gilt crown and cipher to centre,
surrounded by two bullion gold stripes,
inside missing the pouch, AF
£70-100
120. A Victorian 3rd Regiment
Punjab Cavalry dress pouch, with
bullion crest to front on felt ground, with
Kandahar 1880 to one side, the other side
possible Transvaal (indistinctive), open to
reveal two compartments
£150-250
121. A Cameroons Royal Scottish
Regiment dress pouch, the brown leather
pouch with white-metal badge to centre,
surrounded by thistles, opening to reveal
dual compartment
£150-250
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122.

A Spanish Alfonso 13th dress
pouch, with white-metal crowned A to
the front with XIII underneath, opening
to reveal red leather single compartment
with white-metal terminals
£150-250

123.

A Victorian ‘The Royal Scots’
dress pouch, with highly decorated
bullion front, with badge, name and
thistles, on black felt ground, opening
to reveal black and red leather dual
compartments
£150-250

124.

A selection of various items,
to include A Faithful Service Special
Constabulary medal, awarded to Harry
Parts, a white-metal Third Reich bangle
(AF), two silver hallmarked ARP badges,
a Hampshire Regiment cap badge, The
Acme and The City whistles, pen knives
and much more (parcel)
£70-100

125.

An Air Ministry issued Type P4A
compass, No.12579 T., complete with
fitted box with painted labels to outer
£40-60

126.

A Type G45 single seater
fighter plane camera, serial S8456,
Ref No.14A/1390, the short lens type,
complete with Air Ministry issued film
cartridge, Serial 113443
£50-100

131.

An Edward VII ‘Recruits Are
Now Wanted’ enamel sign, ‘For All
Branches of His Majestys Army, God
Save The King, Apply to Any Recruiter
or the Nearest Post Office’, by Chromo
Wolverhampton, with six hanging holes,
66cm x 82cm
£150-250

132.

A WWII Naval lantern lens,
dated 1944, also marked A P 199B CB LTD,
complete with original store cardboard
box
£30-50

133.

An HMS Hood brass instrument
mouth piece, the white-metal piece
stamped HMS Hood, by Denis Wick of
London
£20-30

134.

A Victorian turned wooden
truncheon, with hand-painted V.R. to the
top with lower turned ribbed grip, 51cm
long
£100-120

135.

A Victorian black-painted
wooden truncheon, with hand-painted
Naval crest with motto ‘Nisi Dominus
Frustra’, with anchor and castle
decoration, also with hand-painted
Crown and V.R. also DIS.3 No.11, 47c,
long
£100-120

136.

A military issued sighting/gun
scope, marked HB to the side, also B3953
with broad arrow, on gimble mount
£50-80

Two packs of unopened WWII
German Tobacco, Landfried Hausmacht
Grun Feiner Krull, the two 50g packs still
with the original sealing tape
£20-30

128.

137.

127.

An Astro Compass MkII in fitted
case, by The W.W. Boes Co, the fitted box
with original stencils
£20-40

129.

A WWII Air Ministry issued Aldis
Signal lamp, 5A/760, dated 1939, serial
1878, complete with original electrical
cord and original Air Ministry-issue box
£30-50

130.

Two 1970s Helicopter Rescue
Strops, both unused in original bag and
box, with documents, together with a
harness (parcel)
£30-40
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A British Royal Engineers
Service Pay Book, for Philip Charles
Williard (22796405), complete with Duty
Travel Warrant, also with his Sappers
booklet, Training Pamphlet and NFS
badge (4)
£50-60

138.

A selection of WWII and later
gas mask bags, various decades and
conditions (parcel)
£60-80

139.

A WWII German G35 gas mask
with filter, complete with transit tin, also
a gas cape in bag, the tin carrier German
marked and stamp dated 39, the filter
dated 41, the straps post war (1960s)
£120-150

140.

A group of 17 Spanish Mundiart
German lead figures, to include Adolf
Hilter, Generals, Officer’s Flag Bearers and
more (17)
£180-220

141.

A Key and Plug Assembly No.9,
morse code device, mainly used by the
Royal Corps of Signals, complete with
straps and original carry case, serial
ZA0937
£20-30

142.

148.

A group of four silver Royal Air
Force sweetheart brooches, one with
inset paste stones, previously enamelled,
the other three with applied enamel, AF
(4)
£30-40

149.

An assortment of 25 Naval
Tallies, to include Sultan, Zulu, Dolphin,
Gannet, Keppel, Dido, Dryad, Apollo,
Eskimo, Hero, Blake and more (parcel)
£100-120

An assortment of British and
Overseas Medals, to include a 1935
Coronation medal, a WWII miniature
group, Order of Saint Lazarus, and many
other examples (parcel)
£60-100

150.

143.

151.

A 4th/7th Dragoon Guards
General Service medal 1918-62, with
Palestine 1945-48 clasp, awarded to
Lieutnant J.R.O Sturgis, in original
box, together with a WWII War Medal
awarded to an Officer Commanding
Honourable Artillery Company Inf Bat,
marked to original box (4)
£40-60

144.

A collection of WWII period
Red Cross items from Mrs Norma May
Sumner, including Defence Medal, Red
Cross Long Service, Society medals,
apron, Society booklets, Distilled water
glass capsules, syringes and more (parcel)
£60-100

145.

A WWII Canadian Air Force
medal group and Flight log book, for
H.A.W Robbins (1608488), dated 1944,
keeping records of all of his flights
in numerous aircraft, together with
a selection of his Individual Records,
Training Reports and more (parcel)
£200-300

146.

Four WWII medals, comprising
a reproduction Air Crew Europe Star, The
Africa Star, War and Defence medal, all
with ribbons (4)
£40-60

147.

A collection of Canadian
metal and cloth badges, to include
2nd Queen’s Own Rifles of Canada,
Royal Canadian Ordnance Corps, Royal
Canadian Army Cadets, Hastings & Prince
Edward Regt, Toronto Scottish, Service
Battalion and more (parcel)
£30-50
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A collection of 24 Naval tallies,
comprising Calliope, Collingwood, RFA
Stromness, Commander-in-Chief, Royal
Naval Reserve, Antrim, Flag Officer
Spithead, RNH Haslar and more (parcel)
£100-120
A group of 21 Naval Tallies,
including Antelope, Ark Royal, Royal
Yacht, Flag Officer Plymouth, Daedalus,
Jaguar, Ardent, Endurance, Scylla and
more (parcel)
£100-120

152.

An assortment of 30+ British
and Overseas Naval Tallies, comprising
Andromeda, RFA Pearleaf, Nalad, HMCS
Algonquin, Albion, Bulwark, Bossington,
2 Zerstorer 2, Dragueuers de Mines and
more (parcel)
£100-120

153.

An assortment of HAC and
other badges and pip, various ages
and conditions, together with a Royal
Automobile Club car mascot (parcel)
£40-60

154.

A collection of various items,
to include Fire Service badges, buttons,
pips, and dog tag, The Metropolitan and
Thunderer whistle, a silver hallmarked
ARP badge, a silver and a gilt buffalo
medallion, Fire Service booklets and
more (parcel)
£50-80

155.

A collection of British cap and
cloth badges, to include the Machine
Gun Corps, Bedfordshire & Hertfordshire,
Royal Artillery, Prince Consorts Own,
Rifle Brigade, Home Guard, King’s Own
Borders and more (parcel)
£40-60

156.

A Spitfire Fund Badge, no.
17481, complete with original card, an
opening of Southampton Hall of Aviation
FDC and a 1936-1996 Supermarine
Spitfire pin badge (3)
£30-40
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157.

An assortment of gilt and whitemetal Naval sweetheart brooches, to
include Sea Cadet Corps, Merchant Navy,
Navy League Keep Watch, Allied Naval
Forces Southern Europe, HMS Berwick,
HMS Vanguard and more, some with
applied enamel decoration (14)
£60-80

158.

A pictorial two brooch and
cufflink set, the photographs set on top
of mother of pearl, together with a pair
of matching silver cufflinks, together with
another pictorial brooch example, plus a
Women’s War Work and two Red Cross
examples (parcel)
£40-60

159.

A selection of silver Naval
sweetheart brooches, mainly all with
enamel decoration, all marked Stering or
Silver (9)
£40-60

160.

A group of 15 gilt metal Royal
Air Force sweetheart brooches, various
ages, mainly winged examples (15)
£50-80

161.

An assortment of various
sweetheart brooches, to include
Hampshire, Royal Fusiliers, Army
Ordnance Corps, HMS Raleigh, Royal
Engineers, The Royal Sussex Regiment,
and more (16)
£50-80

162.

A collection of 12 Royal Navy
Sweetheart brooches, mainly gilt,
including mother of pearl and a plastic
example (12)
£40-60

163.

A group of various regimental
sweetheart brooches, to include REME,
RAOC, Royal Marines, Royal Corps of
Signals, RASC and more (17)
£50-80

164.

A collection of regimental
sweetheart brooches, comprising Royal
Corps of Signals, Hampshire Regiment,
Royal Engineers, RAF, Merchant Navy,
Royal Artillery and more (16)
£50-80

165.

A group of 14 white-metal Royal
Air Force sweetheart brooches, various
ages, winged and other examples (15)
£50-80

166. An assortment of silver
sweetheart brooches, to include Royal
Engineers, Royal Fusiliers, Royal Artillery,
The Salvation Army and more (11)
£60-80
167. A quantity of regimental
sweetheart brooches, including RASC,
ASC, AOC, Royal Hampshire, Australian
Commonwealth Military Forces, Royal
Sussex Regiment and more (17)
£50-80
168. Five Silver Royal Air Force
sweetheart brooches, for winged and
one hanger, four enamelled, and three
with paste set stones (5)
£30-40
169. Twelve Royal Navy sweetheart
brooches, gilt and white-metal examples,
some with enamel and paste set
decoration (12)
£40-50
170. Two framed and glazed displays
of British cloth badges and miniature
medals, to include REME Aircraft
Technician, Paratrooper, Glider and more
(2)
£40-60
171. A silver-plated Most Honourable
Order of the Bath badge, bearing the
motto ‘Tria Juncta In Uno’ to the centre
surrounded by a wreath, upon a Crowned
Star, each point of the star with different
lettering, including Albuhera, Vittoria
Pyrenees, Peninsula and Nivelle Nive,
with two-lug construction to reverse
£40-60
172. A Third Reich Police belt
buckle, complete with brown leather
belt stamped E. O Gotze & Sohn Gersdorf
1940
£70-100
173. A German Combined PilotsObservation badge, marked SDG in
triangle to reverse, together with a Radio
Operators badge, marked MMS to reverse
(2)
£50-80
174. A WWII German Iron Cross
2nd Class, two piece construction with
magnetic centre, indistinctly marked to
the ring
£50-80
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175.

A Third Reich Merit Cross with
swords, stamped 15 to the ring, with
ribbon
£40-60

186.

176.

187.

A German Third Reich Honor
ring, possibly SS, the white-metal
ring with skull and cross bones to the
flat panel at the top, flanked by worn
engraved sides, with possible hallmarks
to inner side of the ring
£80-100

A Man’s No.2 Army dress
uniform, together with a military formal
wear uniform (2)
£40-60
A British Royal Air Force
uniform jacket, with Flight Lieutenant’s
stripes to cuffs, together with a German
Luftwaffe uniform jacket with Volunteer
Officer Candidate insignia (2)
£40-60

188.

A miniature Third Reich Army
dagger, complete with scabbard, 19.5cm
long
£80-120

A German Army-Style Jacket,
in green Khaki, with cloth eagle and
swastika badge, Infantry Assault badge
and collar badges
£40-60

178.

189.

177.

A WWII German Officer’s
Brocade belt, the green belt with three
silver bullion stripes
£120-180

179.

A WWII period German Third
Reich flag, 145cm x 89cm approximately,
with two stamps, one being a maker’s
mark Karl Turpe & Co Magdeburg, the
other worn, complete with hanging rope
£250-350

A German SS-style jacket and
trousers, with Afrikakorps band to sleeve,
Panzer Assault and Wound badge to the
chest, Eagle and Swastika and more, size
32
£40-60

197.

A selection of WWII Germanstyle items of clothing, including two
greatcoats, a jacket, a winter jacket, a
shirt, a cap and more, good re-enactment
pieces (parcel)
£40-60

198.

A Pair of German Dot
Camouflage trousers, wear to the knees
and crotch, unmarked
£70-100

199.

A selection of German items,
to include an SS Dot Camo Smock, a
German Army Smock, an SS43 cap, pus
plain example, SS Dot Camo Zeltbarn and
a German Army Zeltbarn (parcel)
£150-180

202.

181.

192.

182.

Two US Naval shirts, one with
Engineering Mechanic, the other possibly
from a submarine (2)
£15-25

183.

An Army No.2 dress uniform, in
Khaki green, with cloth Crown badge to
the sleeve, medal ribbon and gilt buttons,
possibly for a Major, complete with
trousers (2)
£20-30

184.

Two Naval Dress Jackets, one
being in khaki green, the other in red
with maroon collar and cuffs (2)
£40-60

A German Army-style jacket and
trousers, with eagle and swastika badge,
epaulettes and army collar badges
£40-60

193.

A German Army-style jacket and
trousers, complete with badges
£40-60

194.

A German Army-style jacket,
complete with badges, dated 1952 to
liner
£40-60

195.

A German Army-style jacket and
trousers, complete with badges, dated
1952 to liner
£40-60

196.

A German Army-style jacket,
stamped 1940 to inside
£40-60

A WWII German Fire Brigade
Helmet, comb fitted to the civilian
patterned helmet, National tri-colour
decal to one side, civilian liner, stamped
D.R.P Thale 1 to inside of helmet (1)
£60-80

203.

A Khaki Pith helmet, possibly
Indian, together with a green Pith helmet,
with Chinese Star badge to the front (2)
£30-50

204.

A WWII British Royal Armoured
Corps/Royal Tank Regiment crash ‘Bump’
helmet, the helmet with cushioning to
front, complete with AFV headset with
wiring loom and earphones by Multi
Electronics Co. Ltd London, and plug,
together with a pair of googles in original
case, possibly tank driver’s
£400-500

205.

A British Lightweight/Summer
flying helmet, in Khaki green, wired with
earphones and microphone, marked to
the inside 22c/8415-99-130-1765, broad
arrow and size 1, plus goggles
£350-400

185.

A US Marine Corps Dress jacket,
size 38-40, with Corporal Insignia to the
sleeve (1)
£30-40
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208.

209.

191.

An assortment of German
metals and titles, to include Iron Cross,
Merit Cross with swords, cloth badges,
tallies, cuff titles and more
£70-100

A Type C flying helmet, the
brown leather helmet marked with
broad arrow to the build in and wired
earphones, complete with broad arrow
marked medium oxygen mask, plus
Stadium BS4110 goggles (3)
£450-500

201.

A collection of German cloth
badges, to include Insignia, badges, ranks
and many more
£70-100

A German SS/Army-style jacket
and trousers, with epaulettes, skull collar
badges, eagle and swastika cloth badge
£40-60

207.

A WWII German-style smock,
together with a WWII German style M43
tunic and trousers
£100-150

200.

A German Army-style shirt, in
green, with Eagle and Swastika badge,
collar badges, epaulettes and button
£40-60

180.

A WWII Medics Zuckerman
helmet, by C.C & S Ltd, size 7½, dated
1941 to the inner helmet and liner, in
pale grey with red cross to the front,
stamped to inside, complete with another
Zuckerman helmet, also stamped 41 (2)
£50-80

An early WWII Special
Constabulary Police Officer’s Brodie
Helmet, the dark coloured helmet with
SC Police to the front in white, stamped
to inner ‘SU II HBH 1939’, complete with
original liner and chin strap
£50-80

A British Mk 3 helmet, in green,
with liner and strap, marked to the inside,
together with a 1980s helmet, complete
with liner and chin strap (2)
£40-60

190.

206.
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A Type C flying helmet, the
brown leather helmet marked with
broad arrow and wired with earphones,
inscribed inside helmet Long 1494020,
complete with goggles, medium Air
Ministry gas mask and tube (4)
£450-500

210.

A German Tank cap with hard
shell, by F.W Pills K.G, together with
two peak caps, one with large eagle and
swastika badge, the other with goggles,
plus another (3)
£50-100

211.

A German Army style cap, with
eagle and swastika badge with lower
insignia
£40-60

212.

A German Third Reich SS cap,
in khaki green with silver piping to top,
skull badge to the front, with eagle and
swastika to the side, with indistinct stamp
to liner
£80-120

213.

A German Waffen-SS Winter
Camouflaged M40 helmet, with single
Waffen-SS Decal to the right side,
complete with leather liner, stamped to
the inside ‘ET66’ and ‘4894’, also with
hand-painted name of owner to interior,
‘Heider’
£500-600
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214.

A German SS double decal
helmet, in green, with remains of decal to
either side, complete with leather liner,
no stamps to the interior visible
£250-300

215.

A WWII reproduction British
South Northamptonshire Hussar’s Brodie
helmet, in camouflage colours with
insignia to one side, complete with liner
and chin strap
£120-180

216.

A WWII German M40 helmet,
post-war repainted, single decal,
complete with liner and chin strap, chin
strap stamped R Larsen Berlin 1939
£150-180

217.

A WWI German M16 helmet,
post war repainted, complete with liner,
liner with some stamps
£160-200

225. Five Bren Mk3 machine gun
unissued covers, in green, still in original
plastic bags (5)
£60-100
226. A WWII ZB26/30 breech cover,
together with a magazine case with strap
£60-80
227. A WWII German MP34 leather
magazine pouch and magazines, the
pouch with three compartments, each
containing magazines bearing German
Third Reich stamp and Steyr markings (4)
£120-180
228. A WWII PPSh-41 leather
sling, together with PPSh magazine
and magazine pouch, plus cleaning rod
(parcel)
£60-80

218.

229. An Enfield revolver canvas
holster, together with belt and ammo
pouch, together with a US Colt holster
and canvas belt, with markings
£80-120

219.

230. Two German WWII K98
ammunition pouches, each with three
pouches, containing two compartments,
stamps to the back, one dated 1940
£100-120

An assortment of MG42
accessories, to include spare barrel case,
sling, ammo tin, breach cover, cleaning kit
with contents and more (parcel)
£50-80
A group of six .303 rifle cleaning
rods, approx. 110cm in length (6)
£70-100

220.

An assortment of vintage gun
sights, to include foresights, rear sights,
blades, mounts and more, plus a hand
shot maker (parcel)
£60-100

221.

A Blackhawk magazine pull-out
pouch, complete with magazine, together
with four unused SA80 magazines in
original bags (parcel)
£50-100

222.

Three early leather MG34 slings,
with metal securing clips to either end
£60-80

223.

A Dixon & Sons brass powder/
shot flask, together with two unnamed
leather powder/shot flasks, with different
mechanisms to the top
£60-100

224.

Four AK 40 round magazines,
apparently unused
£100-150

231. An Enfield Tankers holster, with
full length belt, together with a Browning
HP Holster, both stamped
£60-80
232. A collection of AK items,
comprising 10 canvas slings, and five mag
pouches with leather straps (15)
£150-180
233. Two Ex-Military chrome
coloured cases, one a weapons
transportation case, with foam lining
for protection, 37cm x 29cm the other a
specialised tool kit case with removeable
insert, for standard tools, 46cm x 34cm
£70-100
234. A US Universal Drop bag,
stamped Sems Inc 1942, together with a
Utility Pouch and a US Musette bag
£60-80
235. A German A Frame with bag,
stamped 1944, together with Y straps and
back pack
£60-80
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236.

A WWII Period German MP34
gunner’s kit, including tools, oil can
and spares, in leather case with strap,
unmarked
£80-120

248.

An assortment of SA-7 Grail
rocket end caps, various sizes and
conditions
£80-100

249.

A collection of modern
equipment, including pouches, ammo
pooches and belts, comprising Mitch
Rosen, NSP and Uncle Mick’s Sidekick
(parcel)
£70-90

271.

An assortment of AK magazine
pouches, various periods and conditions,
approx. 20
£50-80

272.

Two WWII period MG42 padded
lafette straps, with markings to the clasps
£60-80

A large collection of various
AK magazine pouches, from the AK East
German to the AK Quad pouch, various
ages and conditions
£60-80

262.

A .50 calibre pintle, complete
with nut and bolt
£60-80

273.

263.

274.

252. Five German K98 barrel bands,
possibly WWII, various conditions
£50-60

A pair of WWI German wire
cutters, 50cm in length, together with a
MkI and a MkII Bren gun handles (3)
£50-80

253.

264.

275.

Four AK Grenade Launcher
stock shoulder pads, in black rubber
£70-100

A WWII German MP38/MP40
magazine, stamped with maker’s mark
bte and dated 1942, also stamped with
two Third Reich markings
£80-120

241.

254.

A reproduction Mauser C96
Broom Handle shoulder stock, together
with holster
£100-120

265.

255.

266.

237.

A German SS Helmet cover,
together with an MP40 magazine pouch
and a gas cape in case
£60-80

238.

Two MP40 magazine pouches,
together with two G43 ammo pouches,
one with two faux magazines
£100-120

239.

A group of Royal Air Force
canvas carry bags, 1950s onwards, some
Air Ministry marked, also some with
Recipient’s Surname and Service numbers
£60-100

240.

A group of three holsters,
comprising two P38s and a Walther PPK
£80-100

242.

A group of nine MG42 leather
slings, possibly WWII and later, a couple
stamped
£80-100

243.

A ZB26/30 Gunner’s kit,
complete with equipment, together with
a magazine loader in carry case, a mag
loader pouch carry case and a magazine
pouch (parcel)
£70-90

244.

Five M16 un-issued 30 round
magazines, still in original paper of issue
£60-80

245.

A group of twenty US
Thompson sub-machine gun magazines,
each with various stamps to the side
£180-220

A Sten MkII T-Stock, unmarked

260.

£60-80

250.

A .30 Calibre pintle, complete
with nut and bolt
£50-80

251.

An early German MG34 leather
sling, possibly WWII period
£60-80

Ten PPSh-41 leather slings,
some possibly WWII period
£100-120

256.

A WWII period CZ-ZB26-30 7.92
LMG Gunner’s Kitbag and tools, used by
the German Army whilst they occupied
Czechoslovakia, containing everything
you need to strip and maintain the LMG
in the field, including oil bottles, brushes,
springs, tools and more
£70-100

257.

US Military, two Thompson
magazine pouches, together with an M1
Carbine gun bag and an ammo bag dated
1945
£80-100

258.

A collection of well greased
MG42 50 round ammunition links,
approx. 25
£60-80

A group of ten WWII and
later Russian PPSh-41 drum magazine
pouches, various conditions, some with
some ink marking to inner
£60-80

247.

259.

246.

A collection of German items, to
include gaiters, bread bag, Bundeswehr
P1 Holster, webbing belt, M40 style
helmet and cover, ammo belt, holsters,
and more, plus an Italian gas mask bag
(parcel)
£70-100
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An assortment of various
ammunition magazines, to include RPK
40rd waffle, M16, Thompson, G3, M56,
Sten, Bren, RPK, PPS43, sniper, DP28
and an AK double stack 60rd magazine
(parcel)
£120-180

261.

A 1908 Officer’s cigarette
holder, marked Franco-British Exhibition
London 1908, together with 15mm wad
cutter and a kit bag handle
£100-120
A group of five VZ26 unissued
magazine pouches, together with
shoulder straps
£60-80
A selection of small Peli transit
cases with foam inserts, can be used
for small pistols, medals etc, 16.5cm x
10.5cm (10)
£60-80

267.

A pair of German boots, dated
1941, together with a selection of other
items to include a British map case,
German belt and buckle, WWII period
equipment suspenders, 2 x Mosin ammo
pouches, British Binoculars, Browning
holster, brown leather holster, Webley
Holster with cleaning rod and a MG42
sling (parcel)
£80-120

268.

A DP28 magazine bag, complete
with DP28 magazines, together with two
other DP28 magazine bags, together with
a canvas gun case
£60-80

269.

Two MG42/53 Lafette strap, in
leather, stamped to one of the clasps
£50-60

270.

A large selection of various
items, to include Cleaning kits, pouches,
ammo pouches, bandoilers and more
(30+)
£70-100
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An MG34/MG42 drum
magazine, dated 1943
£80-120
A group of five Bore Scope
tank inspection carry cases, the cases in
green, with stencilling
£60-100
Two German K98 stocks, WWII

period
£100-120

276.

A Micro Roni Conversion System
for a Glock 19 and Glock 23, genuine
CAA manufacture and brand new in box,
complete with correct CAA flip up front
and rear sights, removeable thumb rests,
single point, quick detach sling, made of
high impact polymer and aircraft grade
aluminium
£250-300

277.

A brass barrelled flintlock
blunderbuss, with indistinct London
maker’s name to the lock plate,39cm long
barrel with proof marks, complete with
ram rod, action works well
£1000-1200

278.

A Hammond of Winchester
percussion cap rifle, with light crosshatched design to the stock, swag
decoration to the lock plate and the arm
of the hammer, the hammer in the form
of a fish, marked the makers name to the
lock plate and the 86cm long barrel, bore
approx 20.1mm, complete with ram rod
£200-300

279.

A Deactivated Bren MkIII .303
Light Machine Gun, dated 1954, with
22’’ barrel, serial no.LB54869, complete
with stand and removeable magazine,
complete with certificate from The
London Proof House, no. 7027, dated 1
Oct 2019
£500-500
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280.

An E West & Son side by side
12 bore shotgun, with maker’s name to
barrel and side of decorative body, serial
34322, in fitted E West & Son case, with
leather sling, proof of Section 2 Shotgun
License required for this lot, collection
only
£50-100

281.

A W J Jeffrey 12 bore side by
side shotgun, serial 2150, with Damascus
barrel, marked with maker’s name and
address, Victoria Street London, with
foliate decoration to the side, barrel
length 30”, proof of Section 2 Shotgun
license required for this lot, collection
only
£400-500

282.

A Deactivated WWI militaryissue Webley Mark V revolver, .445
calibre, serial 137311, numerous
markings, including broad arrow and
dated 1914, with Birmingham Gun Barrel
Proof House deactivation certificate, no.
157978
£300-500

283.

A WWII Martini Henry training
rifle, with numerous markings to the
barrel, with spring loaded end
£200-250

284.

A WWII period training rifle,
full wooden stock, steel barrel and spring
loaded end
£180-220

285.

A WWII training rifle, with
stylised trigger and hand guard, wooden
stock and spring loaded end
£200-250

286.

A WWII Relic of a German K98,
with bent barrel, believed to have been
dug up at Kurland Pocket in Latvia where
the 16th and 18th German Army fought
£120-150

287.

A Deactivated Yugoslavian M56
7.62mm sub machine gun, the M56
saw service between 1956 and 1992,
serial number D43696, complete with
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House
certificate (153743) dated 15/01/2020
£250-300

288. A Deactivated RPG 75 launcher,
SN-B-168, the single shot anti-tank
weapon was developed in the 1970s in
Czechoslovakia and was effective up to
300m, complete with carry strap and
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House
certificate, certificate number 157813,
dated 29/10/2020
£120-180
289. A Deactivated PM-63 Polish
sub machine gun, combining the
characteristics of a self loading pistol
and a fully automatic submachine gun,
with collapsible foregrip, serial WR5794,
complete with a London Proof House
certificate, certificate number 6456 and
dated 11/07/2019
£300-350
290. A Deactivated Yugoslavian
MG53 7.92mm General Purpose Light
Machine gun and Gunners kit, serial
number H25591, the kit comprising a tool
kit, spare barrel case, links and starter
tab, breach cover, cleaning rods and
leather sling, complete with Birmingham
Gun Barrel Proof House certificate,
number 155480, dated 15/06/2020
£800-1000
291. An American Inland Division
General Motors M1 Carbine, the self
loading .30 rifle with serial number
5205100, with number to the stock,
possibly a Service number 6748945,
complete with London Proof House
certificate, number 7102, dated
29/10/2019
£550-600
292. A Deactivated Swedish AT-4
M97 ILAW 84mm light anti-tank weapon,
this single shot, smoothbore weapon
with serial number 91, with London Proof
House certificate, number 303, dated
13/11/2018
£150-200
293. A Deactivated British Sten MkV
9mm Sub machine gun, British Stamped,
serial 245268, complete with Birmingham
Gun Barrel Proof House certificate,
number 153847, dated 15/01/2020
£400-500
294. A Deactivated Lee Enfield
Bolt Action Rifle Grenade Launcher
Conversion, serial AX2502, complete
with Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof
House certificate, number 155965, dated
30/06/2020
£350-400
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295.

A British Deactivated Bren
MkIII .303 light machine gun, dated
1955, serial UE55A3633, complete with
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House
certificate, number 157086, dated
24/08/2020
£500-600

296.

A Deactivated British LAW 66
Launcher, in green, with original stencils,
serial 723, complete with Birmingham
Gun Barrel Proof House certificate,
number 151723, dated 04/07/2019
£160-200

297.

A Deactivated Danish Madsen
M50 Sub machine gun, entering service
in 1950s and replaced in the mid 1980s,
serial 113423, with London Proof
House certificate, number 8485, dated
11/12/2020
£300-350

298.

A Deactivated Austrian Steyr
AUG 5.56mm assault rifle, with optical
sight in the handle and removable
magazine, serial M15655, complete with
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House
certificate, number 155601, dated
15/06/2020
£500-600

299.

A Deactivated Romanian
AKS74 5.45mm Paratrooper assault
rifle, with removable magazine, serial
8850, complete with London Proof
House certificate, number 5357, dated
25/02/2019
£550-650

300.

An Inert 81mm SMK-RP mortar
round, possibly Mk5, complete with
timer, stencilled to the side ‘81M ISMK
IR-RP CTG NR 563 RHU 13-1’, on the timer
stamped ‘LOT SG-12C3003’, approx. 65cm
in length
£50-100

301.

An Inert WWII Russian RG42
hand grenade, together with an inert
Mills hand grenade with cut away (2)
£40-60

302.

Two inert Russian WWII RG42
hand grenades, complete with pin, both
with various markings (2)
£50-80

303.

A Sig 40mm RED MK2 rubber
bullet, marked to the case ‘005 CY 05-88
12D/967-6017, together with eight large
scale rounds, all inert (parcel)
£30-50
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304.

A British 20mm Anti-Aircraft
Mk2 sight, for the WWII Oerlikon AntiAircraft gun
£60-80

305.

A collection of inert rounds and
shells, various sizes and calibres, some
complete with heads
£70-100

306.

A British No.69 Mk1 inert
Bakelite hand grenade with cap, dated
1940, also marked D.L.R-40
£60-80

307.

A WWII German Third Reich
inert Stick Grenade, with Third Reich
stamp to the top, with serial RR564 1939,
dated 1939, with original stencil to the
side, complete with ceramic pull all at the
bottom
£80-100

308.

A group of three inert land
mines, to include a TMA-5/003 anti-tank
mine, a TMA anti-tank mine and a US
M131 training mine (3)
£70-100

309.

An assortment of German
items, to include, a magnetic mine lower,
a mine detector, a Molotov Cocktail
bottle and a dummy C4 packet (parcel)
£80-120

310.

A collection of 20 F1 Limonka
and RG42 training grenades, some transit
caps broken, in fitted case
£200-250

315.

An AT2 inert Anti-Tank mine,
used by the British, German and
Norwegian forces, the long antenna acts
as a scratch fuse, as a vehicle passes
over the antenna wire it scratches the
underside of the vehicle triggering the
mine designed to penetrate the belly
of a vehicle, this model is fitted with a
parachute to reduce the impact when
dropped from the air during placement,
together with two WWII period butterfly
bombs, two inert DRILL unfired U.S
Military MK-149 aircraft fuses, four
Hungarian High Explosive rounds, WWII
period, all inert
£70-100

316.

Three inert land mines,
comprising a YM-3 Training mine, a
TMRP-6/006 and a TMA-2 (3)
£70-100

317.

A collection of 20 RG-42
grenades with fuses, inert, in original
fitted box with stencilling
£200-250

318.

A Webley & Scott Power-Lok
VMX air rifle, .177-4.5 cal, in black, also
marked 0314 25363, complete with a
Hawke Sport HD 3x9x40 scope (2)
£80-120

319.

A Gamo Whisper .22 cal air
rife, patent US 8,261,651, serial 04-1C096523-16 16J, complete with Gamo
3x9x40 scope
£60-80

320.

A collection of WWI and WWII
shells and fuses, various types and sizes
(parcel)
£80-120

A Webley & Scott Power-Lok
VMX air rifle, .177-4.5 cal, in brown,
marked 0918 23869, complete with an
AGS 3x9x40 scope
£80-120

312.

321.

311.

Three inert SLR grenades, in

black
£50-80

313.

A WWII British Bren Mk1 and
Mk2 box of 12 magazines, well greased
£80-120

314.

A Hungarian Anti-Tank stick
Grenade, together with an F1 Limonka
grenade and an RG42 grenade, all inert
£60-80

A German H. Weihrauch
Sportwaffenfabrik Mellrichstadt HW70
air pistol, .177cal, break barrel action,
flambeau hard case, serial 090603
£60-80

322.

A Webley Tempest Centennial
Limited Edition air pistol, .22 calibre,
Limited Edition 149 of 2000, complete
with original fitted presentation carry
case, cleaning rod and certificate, looks to
be unfired (1)
£150-250

323.

A WWII Telescope Sighting
No.22c MkIII, dated 1942, by E.O.Co,
stamped O.S.722.G.A, together with a
Diana Scope (2)
£70-100
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

324.

Four Falcon FN8 pistols
magazines, for the Falcon pistol
£40-60

325.

A Falcon FN8 PCP Air Pistol with
scope, .177, serial 74242, with sliding
trigger and magazine
£200-250

326.

A Falcon F19 PCP left handed
air rifle, .22 cal, serial 93906, also marked
S.W.P 2700PSI, complete with Sports
Match 4x40 scope
£200-250

327.

A BSA Meteor .22 air rifle, serial
TH68963, together with a Sharp Innova -II
air rifle with Webley 4 x15 scope, both AF
£60-80

328.

Two AK47 bayonets and
scabbards, both with wire cutters,
matching numbers, HF2329 and HF2541,
numbers added later (2)
£50-80

329.

A collection of six NO.4 MkII
spike bayonets, Pig Stickers, all with
scabbards, all marked except one (6)
£60-100

330.

A Military Issue Korean War
period Machete, inscribed with broad
arrow, KE8277 and dated 1954, complete
with 1952 dated military issue sheath by
B.H&G, together with a Martindale No.2
machete, with sheath and belt (2)
£60-80

331.

Two Russian Mosin Nagant
bayonets, both with cruciform blades,
serial 75681, the other unmarked,
together with an SMLE Mk II bayonet
with no grip, marked F.R to blade, AF (3)
£50-80

332.

A Japanese Bone tanto, the
body being carved with numerous Far
Eastern figures, 15cm long blade, AF,
completely detached from body, 30cm
total length
£60-80

333.

A Swiss Sig, by Waffenfabrik
Bern, marked V to other side of blade,
with serial 236857, complete with
scabbard (1)
£30-50
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334.

A German Third Reich-style
dagger, in black, blade stamped RZM
M7/36 to one side and ‘Meine ehre
heißt treue’ to the other, complete with
scabbard and chain hanger, AF (1)
£40-60

344. A Victorian period British 1888
pattern bayonet, by EFD, marked with
the VR cipher, other multiple markings to
the blade and handle, also stamped 465
to the pommel
£50-80

335.

Hunting Interest, three new
hunting knives, comprising of a folding
fillet knife, plus a boning and gutting knife
set in sheath (3)
£40-60

345. A German made Czech VZ-24
bayonet, complete with steel scabbard,
marked E3-48 tgf, also with leather frog,
marked to back
£40-60

336.

A Turkish Ottoman NCO’s short
sword, by F & F Horster of Solingen, with
etched Arabic symbols to either side of
the blade, complete with metal scabbard
£100-150

346. Hunting Interest, three new
hunting knives, comprising of a folding
fillet knife, plus a boning and gutting knife
set in sheath (3)
£40-60

337.

A Victorian Officer’s Dress
sword, with pierced guard, shagreen
and wired grip, with etched single sided
blade, complete with brass scabbard
£200-300

347. A George Butler & Co Bowie
knife, with antler handle, with ingle
edged cutting blade, with maker’s name,
together with leather sheath (2)
£100-150

338.

A WWI 1907 Pattern bayonet,
by EFD, fully marked to the blade,
complete with leather and steel scabbard
£50-80

348. A 3rd Pattern Fairbairn Sykes
Fighting dagger, with turned wooden
handle, with leather sheath (2)
£80-120

339.

349. A 20th Century North African
Takoba sword, possibly Sudanese, with
numerous decorative markings to the
87cm long blade, double edged, with
one piece cross guard, complete with
decorative leather scabbard (2)
£120-180

A WWI 1907 Pattern bayonet,
by Wilkinson, dated 17, fully marked to
the blade, stamped 222 to the pommel,
complete with leather and steel scabbard
marked W.J.H B to either end
£50-80

340.

Three vintage Fireman’s Axes,
one marked Chillington Arpax, another
stamped 636, the third unstamped, all
complete with leather covers (3)
£60-100

341.

A Middle Eastern Kukri, with
turned wooden handle, together with the
top of a sword stick, a wooden truncheon
and a pair of modern binoculars (parcel)
£50-80

342.

A Fagan Bowie style knife,
together with Mexeur & Cie boatman’s
knife, with scabbard and frog, a J Rodger
& Sons knife and leather sheath, plus a
cut throat razor (parcel)
£40-60

350. A 20th Century North African
Takoba sword, with 90cm long blade,
double edged, with two crescent moons
to the blade, with one piece cross
guard, complete with decorative leather
scabbard with applied metal decoration
(2)
£120-180
351. An SA-style dagger, by Karl
Burgsmuller, with scabbard (2)
£30-40
352. A Russian Cossack dagger,
possibly a Kinjal, marked ‘Ocmahb’ to the
blade, non-original handle, complete with
scabbard
£40-60

343.

Two German M84-98 bayonets
by Gottlieb Hammesfahr of Solingen,
one being a mark and dated 16, the other
a sawback, with sawback removed (2)
£60-80
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353.

A WWII Josh Beal & Sons
Military-issue Machete, stamped with
maker’s name to the blade and broad
arrow to the handle, complete with
sheath, also stamped with broad arrow
and dated 1939, sheath also with handle
written 10 PTN 3. Sect
£50-80

354.

A Russian 1827 Pattern sidearm,
with possible Austrian handle, stamped
to the blade, large single fuller, with saw
back, blade approx. 49cm
£80-120

355.

A Polaris ‘Samurai’ diver’s knife,
the stainless steel blade being double
edged, one edge serrated, in Spartan
sheath
£30-40

356.

A signed copy of British and
Commonwealth Military Knives, by Ron
Flook, Airlife Publishing Ltd, hardback
with dust cover
£80-120

357.

The German Bayonet, A
comprehensive illustrated history of the
regulation patterns, 1871-1945 by John
Walter, together with German Sidearms
and bayonets 1740-1945 by Klaus Lubbe
(2)
£70-100

358.

Four sword and bayonet related
books, comprising Daggers and Bayonets
by Logan Thompson, Bayonets from
Janzen’s Notebook, Nazi Daggers, Swords
and Bayonets, and The handbook of
British Bayonets by Ian D. Skennerton (4)
£70-100

359.

An early nickel German
Luftwaffe sword, by David Malsch, with
single fullered, double edged blade,
leather and wire grip, oak leaf decoration
to the pommel, complete with leather
and metal scabbard, and leather hanger
£850-950

360.

A Royal Artillery Officer’s sword
by Wilkinson, with decoratively etched
single fullered blade, decorated with
Royal Artillery cipher and floral swags,
serial number 51944, with fish skin and
wire grip, complete with metal and
leather scabbard and leather hanger
£180-220

361.

Two bayonet knots, one yellow
and green, the other red and green,
together with a WWI leather frog (3)
£60-80

362.

A Victorian Constabulary sword,
with fish skin grip, with brass pommel
and guard, button release for scabbard,
leading to 60cm long single fullered
blade, complete with brass and leather
scabbard
£250-300

363.

An M1914 sawback bayonet by
B.K, marked with maker’s initials to the
blade, blade 31cm long, complete with
steel scabbard, AF
£200-250

364.

A WWII Australian SMLE
bayonet, dated 1943, broad arrow
and other stamps to the single fullered
42.5cm long blade, stamped 18 to the
pommel, complete with steel and leather
scabbard, the steel of the scabbard
stamped 04, the leather stamped Broad
Arrow B, Mangrovite ‘43
£80-120

365.

A Nickel Fairbairn Sykes dagger
by Wilkinson, with manufacturer etched
to the lower part of the blade, with
ribbed grip, complete with leather and
white-metal sheath
£180-220

366.

An East India Company socket
bayonet, together with three British
Socket bayonets (4)
£100-120

367.

A WWII Indian R.F.I MkII, dated
43, together with a 1907 SMLE, a Pattern
88 Metford dated 92 plus a British Socket
bayonet dated 16 (4)
£70-100

368.

A Pakistan Renaissance dagger,
with sheath, together with an Egyptian
dagger, plus another Middle Eastern
dagger (3)
£60-100

369.

A German Luftwaffe-style
dagger, by Paul Weyersberg & Co,
complete with metal scabbard (1)
£70-100

370.

A WWI US Bolo Model 1917
knife, by Plumb of Philadelphia, dated
1918, complete with sheath by Brauer
Bros dated 1918
£180-220

380.

371.

381.

A Belgian Fal Type C bayonet,
together with a Belgian Export, two Gras
bayonets and a French Chassepot (5)
£60-80
372. A WWII period Japanese
Katana, signed Koa Isshin, Mantetsu and
dated 1937, with florally decorated tsuba,
complete with scabbard
£550-650

373.

Two Swiss Sigs, serial numbers
W442334 and V107542, both with
maker’s marks, complete with scabbards
and frogs (2)
£60-80

374.

Four No.4 MkII spike bayonets,
all with scabbards (4)
£40-60

375.

Two Swiss Sigs, both with
maker’s marks, serial numbers V243464
and W647934, both with steel scabbards
and leather frogs, frogs also stamped (2)
£60-80

376.

An Italian M1981 TS bayonet,
serial no. KT or RT 5169, together with an
Italian M1891, serial no.LG151118 (AF),
both with leather and metal scabbards (2)
£80-100

377.

Two Czech VZ24 bayonets and
scabbard, one with markings to the
blade, CSZ C, the other none, both with
stamps to the frog studs (2)
£70-100

378.

A Turkish M1935 bayonet,
marked AS.FA to the pommel, also with
serial number 138438, together with
Swedish M1896, Serial 934 and a Czech
VZ24 bayonet, all with steel scabbards (3)
£100-120

379.

Two Swedish M1896 Mauser
bayonets, both with scabbards, maker’s
stamps and serials to the blades and cross
guards (2)
£70-100
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391.

A German MP34 bayonet and
scabbard, with serial 779 to the pommel,
no maker’s marks
£100-120

392.

Two Swedish M1896 Mauser
bayonets, both with scabbards, one with
leather frog, plus a South African Pattern
No.9 with scabbard (3)
£80-120

A German K98 bayonet and
scabbard, with Third Reich stamps to
the pommel, dated 1939, maker’s E.u.F
Horster, serial 5820, the scabbard dated
41, serial 3098C
£150-180

382.

393.

A WWI Swiss M1914 sawback
bayonet, by HS, serial 41313, complete
with steel scabbard and part leather
hanger (1)
£180-220

383.

A Lebel bayonet with quillion,
serial 73170, with other stamps,
cruciform blade and steel scabbard
£60-80

A stiletto knife, with small
maker’s marks to the blade ‘Hanwei’,
complete with leather sheath
£70-100

394.

A reproduction US M6 fighting
knife, with sheath dated 1943
£60-80

395.

A Lebel bayonet without
quillion, serial 34610, with cruciform
blade ad steel scabbard
£70-100

An Italian military issue
Beretta SAR70 Assault rifle bayonet and
scabbard, looks identical to a US M16,
together with a US M3 bayonet with
scabbard dated 1943, H.Boker & CO
£70-100

385.

An Officially shortened for
WWII Lebel bayonet, serial 63994,
cruciform blade 34cm, complete with
scabbard
£60-80

396.

386.

397.

384.

A matching numbers French
Gras, serial 23297, dated to the spine
of the blade 1875, complete with steel
scabbard
£50-80

387.

A Finnish Fiskars bayonet, with
18cm long blade, with leather sheath
£40-60

A 1796 Heavy Cavalry sword,
marked Gill Warrant to the blade, also
marked to the steel scabbard (I.I or I.L),
approx 84cm long curved blade
£500-600
A 1917 US LF & C trench knife,
makers mark and date to the guard, with
triangular 23cm long blade, complete
with scabbard, scabbard marked Jewell 1918
£500-600

398.

A Continental Bowie knife, with
24.5cm long single sided blade, with
diagonal stamp design to the spine, wave
decoration flanked by scrolls to the guard,
and a wooden ribbed grip, complete with
leather sheath
£200-250

A 4-valve portable radio
receiver, McMichael Type MS 367, No.
183850, with circular speaker in lid,
in blue leathercloth case. (Condition:
electrical goods are sold as historical
artefacts, not for use, and we are
therefore unable to provide condition
reports, beyond cosmetic defects listed in
the catalogue descriptions.)
£30-40

389.

399.

388.

A Japanese Wakizashi, c1550, in
rebellion mounts, signed Yoshii Mitsunori,
complete with scabbard
£150-250

390.

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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Two Spanish M58 bayonets
and scabbards, together with five SKS
bayonets, with cruciform blades, various
serial numbers (7)
£60-80

A WWI German Ersatz bayonet,
with metal handle and 31cm long single
sided blade, complete with scabbard
£70-100
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A mains radio receiver, Cossor,
Model 635, in wood case of Art Deco
design (Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£30-40

400. A tape recorder and other
items, including a Garrard small reelto-reel recorder, a 110volt inverter
(12v-110v); two control units; a Truvox
Tape Deck, Mark III, with radio jacks; and
a quantity of Egen, Ediswan and other
volume controls (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£20-40
401. A five-valve battery radio
receiver, Burndept, No,C53665, in
mahogany case with hinged panelled lid
andwood front panel -- 27 in wide (case
partly dismantled, appears complete
apart from two front upright fillets)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£40-60
402. A portable radio receiver,
McMichael Super Range Portable Four,
No. 52180, in leather case with bakelite
speaker fret in lid (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£30-50
403. A Technics tuntable, Type
SL-DL1 with straight-line tracking, wih
instructions and a Shure Technics EPS
23CS stylus; three CD/DVD players
(Panasonic DVD-S35, Sony CDP M305,
Philips CDR 760); and a Panasonic sv 3700
Professional Digital Audio Tape Deck, with
various instructions and remote controls
(5) (Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£100-150
404. Three radio receivers, a Rolls
Gaydon S.4 with speaker in lid and
crocodile-grained case; a Rolls Gaydon
Rondo 5-valve portable; and an Osram
Music Magnet (3) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£60-80
405. A mains receiver, Wartime
Civilian receiver in wood case with dial
for Home and Forces programmes and
‘Trader’ service sheet (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£30-40
406. A mains radio receiver,
McMichael Model 435, transportable
Superhet, 5 valves + rectifier, in upright
walnut case with turntable base
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£30-50
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407.

A portable radio receiver, Pye
Model Q, in walnut case with sun-ray fret,
leather carrying handle and turntable
base (slight damage to fret cloth); and an
empty case with speaker (similar damage
to cloth, leather missing from handle) (2)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£50-70

408.

A portable radio receiver,
Lissenola 2-valve Mains transportable, in
walnut case with Art Deco style fret to
front and rear (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£40-60

409.

A mains radio receiver,
Marconiphone Model 911, in bakelite
case, 1940 (backboard cracked)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£20-30

410.

Two portable radio receivers,
Wayfarer Major, in leathercloth case
with white detailing to the speaker and
control panel under hinged lid (carrying
handle broken); and an Ekco portable
in leathercloth case with turntable (2)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£40-70

411.

Two portable radio receivers,
a Cossor in leathercloth case with cream
plastic trim and controls (Regional &
National Programmes), on turntable base
(lacking backboard); and a KB Rhapsody
De Luxe in cream and red case (2)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£30-50

412.

Three radio receivers, bakelite,
post-war: Ekco Type U76, Bush DAC 10
and DAC 90 (3) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£40-60

413.

A mains radio receiver, RGD
Model 516, in walnut case (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£30-50

414.

A battery radio receiver,
Marconiphone Type 35, 3-valve, in
mahogany case with sloping panel (no
valves installed) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£30-50

415.

Five portable radio receivers,
a Roberts R55 4-valve in beige case;
an R200 transistor in green case (no
carryig handle); a Marconi T43DA mains
portable, 1955; a P20B, 1950; and a
McMichael mains portable in red and
cream case (5) (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£50-70

416.

A Marconi V2 radio receiver,
in typical walnut case with two (later)
valves, two Regenerator Units and four
Wavelength Plates; and a Dolci battery
eliminator (8) (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£400-600

417.

A battery radio receiver,
Western Electric, 7-valve, No 44002,
in mahogany case with ebonite front
panel -- 25 in. wide; a large tuning
coil on mahogany base; and a modern
transformer (3) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£50-100

418.

A Crystal radio receiver,
Marconiphone Crystal Junior type R.B.
2.A M.1 , in black case with G Marconi
and BBC transfers (lacking cats whisker
and range blocks) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£80-120

419.

A Beco cone speaker, by British
Elecrical Co Ltd, with ‘antique’ silver
fretted surround, on shaped wood base -the speaker 5.25 in. diam. (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£40-60

420.

Three enclosed speakers, two in
oak cases by Celestion and Ormond and
one, un-named, in mahogany (3)
£30-40

421.

Two Amplion enclosed horn
speakers, model RS 20 and RS 10, 16.25
and 13.75 in. high (2) (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£50-70

422.

A horn radio speaker, Amplion
‘Dragon’ with oak bell and repainted
drive unit (no number) -- the bell 14.1/2
in diam. (Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£80-120

423.

A horn radio speaker, BTH Type
C2, with internal fret (cracks on bakelite
base); and a Burndept tripod speaker
base (2) (Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£40-60
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424.

A battery radio receiver,
Gecophone ‘Victor 3’, in metal case with
wiring diagram in lid, 1927 (Condition:
see note to Lot 398)
£40-60

433.

A crystal radio recever, Ivalek, in
white plastic case, 1950s (Condition: see
note to Lot 398; back panel present)
£20-40

434.

A mains radio receiver, Brownie
‘Dominion 3’, in mahogany case, now
with perspex back (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£40-60

An Air Ministry cathode ray
tube, 6 in. diam, suspended in cloth bag
on springs within a woven wood transit
case -- 27 in. high (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£50-80

426.

435.

425.

A mains radio receiver, KB ‘Pup’,
in tapering oak cabinet, K.B. No. 253
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£20-40

427.

A Morse ink-writer, by E.I.V.R.T.,
Ujpest, with brass-enclosed motor, spring
barrel at rear and mahogany base with
spool in drawer (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£100-150

428.

A horn radio speaker, Sterling
‘Baby’, with black finish -- the horn 10.25
in diam. (Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£20-30

429.

Amplion speakers, a ‘Dragonfly’
with AR 102 drive unit - the bell 5.5
in. diam; a larger Amplion speaker of
conventional swan-neck design on
circular base containing the bakelite drive
unit - bell 10 in. diam; and a Dragon drive
unit Type AR 111 (3) (Condition: see note
to Lot 398)
£50-70

430.

An Amplion drive unit, Concert
Gramophone Model AR 35, with rubber
connector for fitting to a gramophone
tone-arm (using the gramophone horn
as a loudspeaker), in maker’s carton with
test ticket dated 1.5.26 (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£40-60

431.

Rectifier and Eliminator,
a Fellowes A.C. Rectifier, in circular
japanned case; and a Peto-Scott P.2
eliminator in mahogany case with ebonite
top plate (2) (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£20-40

A Fultograph, No 5956, a
wireless picture transmission system
of 1928-9, with phonograph-pattern
mandrel and double-spring motor, in
oak case with milli-ammeter in separate
case with valve, winding handle in lid and
photocopied literature (lacking carrying
handle on lid and bottom board of case).
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£350-500

443.

A battery radio receiver, Osram
Four Music Magnet, in walnut case with
metal front panel (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£30-40

A Mirror-in-lid television,
HMV Model 901, with 12-inch screen,
in walnut case with quarter-veneered
lid -- 38 in. high, date code H/1 for1937
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£4000-6000

436.

A Short Wave receiver, 2-valve,
by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd,
in (repainted) grey case (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£30-40

444.

437.

Two radio receivers, a Cossor
‘Empire Melody Maker’, 4-valve, with
promotional leaflet; and an Igranic
5-valve kit-built set (2) (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£40-60

445.

438.

446.

A mains radio receiver, Philco
People’s set, in black bakelite case with
replacement and original dials (Condition:
see note to Lot 398)
£80-120

439.

Two portable radio receivers, by
Roberts: a Model 1037 mains portable,
in blue case with turntable base; and an
R77, in leather case (2) (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£30-40

440.

Two portable radio receivers,
a G.E.C. BC 4444 battery and mains
portable; and a Perdia ‘Continental’,
Model PR 73 (2) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£20-40

441.

An RAF transmitter, Type No. 1,
serial No. 518, in mahogany and ebonite
case (Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£20-40

432.

S.G Brown Ltd, A Microphone
Amplifier; and a Battery Amplifier, in
mahogany case (2) (Condition: see note
to Lot 398)
£40-60
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Radio accessories, including a
Meico microphone, choke, tuning coils
and Galena crystals (approx. 50 items)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£30-50
Radio accessories, a small
quantiry of components and accessories,
including quartz crytals and an engineer’s
revolution counter (Condition: see note
to Lot 398)
£10-20
Tester and other instruments,
including a Six-Sixty Valve and Set Tester;
a home-made 1-valve chassis; a small
mahogany cased telephone relay by S.G.
Brown; an instrument by Gambrell, with
thermometer; and another by H. Osman,
with three control knobs, marked 3E.V.C.
Autovagers patent (5) (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£30-50

447.

Teleprinting, a MorkrumKleinschmidt Perforator with typewriter
pattern keyboad and a roll of tape; a
small General Electric motor; and a tape
perforator receiver by Creed, Croydon,
with Croydon Engineering Co motor and
a transformer; a Teleprinter handbook;
and a various paper tapes and a small
elecro-magnetic tape marker (Condition:
see note to Lot 398)
£50-100

448.

Teleprinting, a Ferdfernschreiber
Wehrmacht portable field communication
teleprinter, No. 15317, in metal case with
typewriter-pattern keyboard and spool
compartment below (Condition: see note
to Lot 398)
£400-600

449. Teleprinting, an Italian text
receiving machine by Lesa, Milan, in black
metal casing (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£50-100
450. A Morse tutor, Instructograph,
in black case with ten spare tapes; a GPO
Morse key; and three galvonometers (5)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£20-40
451. Meters, a Weston Watt Meter,
six other meters, two battery testers and
two Weston Milli-ammeters in circular
nickel-plated cases (11) (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£20-40
452. Wireless receiver, un-named,
with vertical ebonite panel on mahogany
case, four sockets for V-24 type valves
and four four-pin (no valves); and three
other items (4) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£40-60
453. Morse and related equipment, a
receiver in wood and metal hood on cast
iron base, ex-railway; an RAF Wave meter;
an Elliott Bros Morse key (glasscover
cracked); and an Air Ministry bakelite
cased Morse key (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£30-50
454. Cells and valves, A Ray-Craft
Bridge selenium cell in bakelite housing,
with literature and part original carton; a
Kerr cell; three large valves with ceramic
bases, 8 ½ - 11 in. high; and a Heliumneon laser in glazed box (6) (Condition:
see note to Lot 398)
£30-50
455. Test equipment, eleven Avo and
other test meters (11) (Condition: see
note to Lot 398)
£20-40
456. Military equipment, a U.S.
Army Frequency Meter, Type BC-221-T,
by Zenith Radio Corporation, in khakipainted case with canvas cover; a bundle
of military aircraft leaflets; and aType P11
compass (3) (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£40-60
457. Literature, approximately fifty
radio and television-related books, in 2
boxes
£50-70
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458.

Literature, approximately fifty
radio and television-related books, in 2
boxes
£50-70

459.

Literature, approximately 100
leaflets and catalogues, mainly relating to
valves
£50-70

460.

Battery eliminator and other
items, an Ekco Power Unit, two other
battery eliminators, three pairs of
headphones, two practice buzzers and a
galvanometer in leather case, in 2 cartons
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£30-40

461. HPR Wireless Ltd, a Universal
Amplifier No 965, a Universal H.F.
Amplifer No 1268, another (poor
condition); and a Universal Tuner, No 971
(no valves) (4) (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£300-400

468.

Radio & related magazines, T &
R Bulletin, various issues, 1934-7; Newnes
Complete Electrical Engineering (45 of 48
parts); Practical Television, eight issues
1956-7, in BBC ‘Women’s Television
Notes’ cover
£20-30

Television magazine, MarchSeptember 1928 and various issues 19301937, bound in two soft-back volumes;
and British Radio and television, 1955-9,
various issues in a folder (3)
£50-100

A rare Florence sewing
machine, No. 64810,with Patent dates
1850 an 1855-63, by the Florence Sewing
Machine Co, with detachable circular
stitch plate, boat shuttle and bobbin
(shuttle cover missing), japanned finish
with gilt decoration (faded in places),
walnut bow-fronted cover, on treadle
base with faded gilt decoration to legs,
serpentine edged walnut table with lid
to (missing) accessories compartment,
flywheel-driven bobbin winder and
two-foot treadle with leather toe straps.
(flat drive belt and toe straps present but
decayed; general condition good, steel
parts lightly rusted, mechanism free but
stiff. No accessories apart from an oil can
base.)
£300-400

471.

477.

469.

Television magazine, seven
issues including Vol 1 Nos. 1, 2 & 3, 1928
and others 1931-1938
£50-100

470.

The History of the Valve, a
display of 29 valves, 1916 - 1947, on two
wood baseboards (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£100-150

A Magnetic Detector,
by Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph
Company, No. 1360, with four magnets,
replacement wire (original preserved),
brass crank and Marconi label, in teak
case (original finish stripped, lacking
glazed cover); sold with two later
coils, a Gamages Morse key and later
headphones (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£4000-6000

463.

472.

462.

Radio valves, a large quantity, in
thirteen cartons (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£100-150

464.

Radio valves, a large quantity,
in ten cartons (Condition: see note to Lot
398)
£80-120

465.

Radio valves and components,
a quantity of valves in nine cartons and
four cartons of coils, knobs and other
components (13) (Condition: see note to
Lot 398)
£100-150

466.

Radio valves, seven, early 1920s
(one with BBC mark) (Condition: see note
to Lot 398)
£80-120

467.

Wireless World, various issues,
not complete runs, 1926-1930, part
of 1934 and 1938; 1946-50 mainly in
binders; and a bundle of Short Wave and
Radio Construction magazines, in 4 large
cartons
£100-200
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476.

Telephones, a black 300-series;
another of similar type; a wood-cased
wall mounted magneto telephone with
handset; and two service handsets (5)
(Condition: see note to Lot 398)
£30-50

473.

An Edison Gem phonograph,
Model B No. G147007, now with fourminute gear attachment, C 2-minute
reproducer, oak case with (rubbed)
banner transfer and witch’s hat horn (bell
damaged) and six cylinders (in working
order but motor sluggish)
£150-200

474.

Gramophone accessories, a
Trade-Mark Gramophone winding key;
an EMG Davey fibre cutter, with fibre
needles; part of an RM thorn sharpener;
a Durium record; a Shire album on
Gramophones; and a Woodroffe and six
other pick-up arms (12)
£50-70

A Hammond typewriter, with
curved keyboard and one (of two) type
shuttles )lacking lid, three keys chipped,
needs cleaning)
£50-70

478.

A barrel piano orchestrion,
with 41-key action (36 notes, two drums,
cymbal and triangle), gravity motor
with friction governor, two barrels
pinned for eight airs each, in mahogany
veneered oak case with part mirrorglazed doors and compartment for
spare barrel below -- 84 1/2 in (215cm)
high (excluding pulley), the barrels 29
1/2 x 10 in. (75 x 25 cm), with brass
label ‘Jenerahny przedstawiciel na
krolestwo polskie i Rosje -- ZDZIS?AW
RYLSKI, CZESTOCHOWA’ (Poland) (case
repolished, old splits in cornice and top
left hand door, silvering on rh door partly
rubbed); with a cast iron weight, spare
barrel and a (detached) warning bell
£2000-3000

479.

A portable street barrel piano,
stamped on the wrestboard John Hicks,
playing on twenty-two strings and five
bells, in typical rosewood case, the upper
panelwith brass medallion and modern
red fabric -- 38 1/4 in.(97cm) high, the
barrel 13 3/4 in (35 cm) long, with leather
shoulder straps and detachable support
pole (re-strung and in good working
order, case repaired and refinished)
£1000-1500

480.

A Pathé phonograph, New
Perfecta, No. 9324, with standard
and Salon mandrels, integral Orpheus
attachment, ebonite reproducer (stylus
loose), and small zinc witch’s hat horn
(motor runs, belt disconnected, winder
replaced, some rust on bedplate); and a
Pathé Concert disc reproducer
£120-170

488.

481.

489.

Pathé Salon cylinders, by Ian
Colquhoun (60.733, 60.744, 60.204,
60.202), Walter Lewe (60.718) and 60459
(possibly Lauder) in portrait carton (6), all
good condition free of mildew
£40-60

482.

Pathé Salon cylinders, by Ben
Davies (60.007, 60.041, 60.010 (some
groove wear, light mildew at one end),
60.037 (lt. spots), 60.039 (lt. spots),
76.503, with Kirkby Lunn (6)
£40-60

483.

Pathé Salon cylinders, by Harry
Lauder (60.463. some groove wear),
60.468, 60.287 in portrait carton, 60.289
(localised mildew), 60.457); and W.F.
Cove (60.820, localised mildew) (6)
£30-50

484.

Pathé Salon cylinders, by Kate
Carney (50.154, some mildew) and Jessie
Maclachlan, in portrait carton (2)
£20-30

485.

Twelve Pathé Salon cylinders,
band and insrumental, one in portrait
carton, most in good condition
£50-80

486.

Eight Pathé Salon cylinders,
vocal, by Malcolm Scott, in portrait
carton; Burt Shepard (3), Charles Morrell,
Tome Costello and two others, generally
good condition, a few light mildew spots
on some (8)
£50-70

487.

Pathé Salon cylinders, by Vesta
Tilley (50.211, in portrait carton and
50.212, both good condition); and Vesta
Victoria (50.270, cracked, groove wear)
(3)
£50-100

475.

An Edison Standard
Phonograph, Model B No. S257400, with
two-minute gearing, Edison-Bell New
Model repoducer (lacking limit loop) and
reproduction witch’s hat horn (lacking
lid, motor runs but belt missing, winder
replaced); and eight wax cyinders (two
brown) and sixteen Blue Amberols
£100-150

496. A large collection of Pianola
Rolls, including Sonata Op.27 No.1 B flat,
The Maid of the Mountains, Dream of
Love Noctune No.3 ‘O Love’, Moonlight
Sonata Op.27 No.2 C Sharp Minor and
many more (qty)
£50-60
END OF AUCTION

Phonograph cylinders, thirtyseven Blue Amberols
£30-50

490.

A miniature portable
gramophone, Mignonphone, in black
leather case with Mignonphone
soundbox (sold by W.H. Smith & Son,
Paris) and folding horn -- 8 1/2 x 5 in
£100-150

491.

A portable gramophone,
HMV model 102C in green case with
5B soundbox, 1937, sold by Palmers,
Kettering (case in good condition, motor
sticking, probably due to congealed
grease, winder knob loose)
£100-150

492.

A small colledtion of 78s, to
include Changing Moods No.1, Willie
The Whistler, The Lost Chord and more,
approx 22 in total
£15-20

493.

A collection of 60+ 78 records,
including Menuett (Beethoven), Fete
Polonaise pt2, Show Boat - ol’ Man River,
Caprice Viennois (Kreisler), The Vagabond
King - Vocal Gems and many more, mixed
conditions, some broken
£25-35

494.

An assortment of 78 records,
comprising Annie Get Your Gun, The
Sleeping Princess, Stardust, Dinky One
Step, Giselle Ballet Musib, The Barber of
Seville Overture and many more, various
conditions
£40-60

495.

A small collection of Pianola
rolls, to include Loves Young Dream and
Sprig of Shillelah, Valse Poetique, ROI
De Lahore, Sous Les Etoiles and more
(parcel)
£30-40

A portable gramophone,
Columbia Model 204C, wih 15a
soundbox, in black case, 1939 (spring
broken, case affected by damp)
£15-25
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information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room to view or
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regarding its condition and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price if
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be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge VAT at the current rate
at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer
price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to
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personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following the
day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you will
be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that:
the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good
and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set
out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after
you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the
Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information
provided by the Seller except as set out below.
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liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements given
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acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your
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